Color Us Geeking Out

The film by Edgar Wright is an adaptation of the Scott Pilgrim graphic novel series by Bryan Lee O’Malley. Email a photo of you and your colored sheet to museumops@comic-con.org for a chance to be featured on Comic-Con Museum’s social media! (Art courtesy of Bryan Lee O’Malley)
Color Us Supercharged

Michael Cera stars as Scott Pilgrim in Edgar Wright’s film adaptation of Bryan Lee O’Malley’s graphic novel series. Email a photo of you and your colored sheet to museumops@comic-con.org for a chance to be featured on Comic-Con Museum’s social media!

Drawing Challenge

Using the grid guide, sketch and color Ramona (portrayed by Mary Elizabeth Winstead).
Email a photo of you and your illustration to museumops@comic-con.org for a chance to be featured on Comic-Con Museum’s social media. We’re curious to see which hair color is the most popular!
Near Mint

Use the clues to unscramble the answers into mint condition. Email a photo of you and your completed sheet to museumops@comic-con.org for a chance to be featured on Comic-Con Museum’s social media!

IO N S P E R S
Publisher of Bryan Lee O’Malley’s Scott Pilgrim graphic novels.

R E T L U M P E
The real band whose song “Scott Pilgrim” inspired O’Malley to create the series.

A N A D A C
Country where the story is set.

E W N R O K Y
City where Ramona is originally from.

R E A G G A
Scott plays in this type of amateur rock band.

W O R D S
Power of Self-Respect weapon.

G A M A N
O’Malley was influenced by the shōnen-style comics of this Japanese comic art form.

E L M T A L
Ramona’s hammer-like weapon of choice.
Color, Cut, & Paste

Color and cut the bookmarks below, then paste and embellish each on sturdier paper stock! Email a photo of you and your bookmarks to museumops@comic-con.org for a chance to be featured on Comic-Con Museum’s social media!
Word Play

How quickly can you find Bryan Lee O’Malley and his Scott Pilgrim characters below?
Look for words across, down, and diagonal.

Bryan Lee O’Malley
Envy Adams
Gideon Graves
Julie Powers
Kim Pine
Knives Chau
Kyle and Ken
Lisa Miller
Lucas Lee
Matthew Patel
Ramona Flowers
Roxie Richter
Scott Pilgrim
Todd Ingram
Wallace Wells
Answer Key to Previous Edition

These puzzles appeared in Fun Book 15: Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater. Thanks for playing!

Tricks of the Trade

**OLLIE**
When a skater’s foot flicks the front of the board during a jump to make it spin sideways 360 degrees before landing.

**KICKFLIP**
An aerial trick invented by Mike McGill that involves a 360-degree backside rotation combined with a board grab.

**MANUAL**
When a skater does a one-handed handstand on the metal plate that runs the lip of a ramp (like the coping) while grabbing the board at their feet.

**MCTWIST**
A no-grab trick in which skaters kick the tail of the board down while jumping to make the board pop into the air.

**MADONNA**
When skaters shift their weight to lift the back set of wheels off the ground in order to ride on the other set of wheels while keeping the board from touching the ground.

**INVERT**
An aerial trick Tony Hawk named after a pop singer, where a skater grabs the heel edge near the front wheel of the board with their non-foot hand and looks their front foot off behind them.

Word Play

```
X A D A G O O Y J S C V P R W E R I C K O S T O N X
P T R C D B A T B G E O F F R O W L E Y F A T F
P P T T T Y U M E A M B R I L I E Y H A W K Z Y O
T M A I O U A P I V A O R I N I S H I U M A R S V
O H I V U I W F E E O Z R O D N E Y M U L L E N H Y
N O O I U C D I T C S F K Y H A S M G V K C W A K
Y I X S V O J S H A G G S C R C K X W O D S H E W M
H B G I F L A W O B D R Q I A H G T S P C I X K N L
A U I O D S H Y M A Q A F J R A P J W X O W F E T
W N R N S X U M A L H U Y Z E D Y O K Y R S I E O N
K H P I Y T Z M S L D H J L E M O S F G Q Z I N Y
J M L S X G Q M I E W H C D M U N D F U M O M Z E J
Q E L E O B A K E R B Y O L C S A D Q I C M S Z S A
P D S N X C O T O O G A B A K X N C L M N N N W H
M A B H K B Q E G C R V D A M A R C W E V G M E M H
L P Q C A W I J H E A X Z Z P U T V G T B T C A L U
X E S C Y N T N B X L B R I S Q Z D W V W R X S
F V I R V E R F B A F Y L B E X I T I C A R F M T T
K C P X V J J O P T A O J K C P R A Z C A Q O
N Q N F N L L G N G C B Z O L N B T Q A J Y E N W N
H T V I G D C I K E O A O E W T Q J I B Y A A T H S
E V L E V X G C M I S W J Q E M C J U E W U O U J
D F N B H U C I Y F O L D G Z T W Z X F F C F L G A
G U Q R Z H V A G X C W L D G B N C U O E T V C X J
R R V A N D R E W E Y N O L D S G N F R K F S
N G V B U C K Y L A S E K A X C Y L R K Q U S D K
```
But wait, there’s more!

PLAY WITH US ON INSTAGRAM!

Visit the Comic-Con Museum Instagram (@comicconmuseum) and try this week’s activity, “Scott Pilgrim’s Friends & Foes!”

Also, check out the Instagram “Play” highlight for our full catalog of free templates and share away!

GIFT A CHARTER MEMBERSHIP!

A Charter Membership is a one-of-a-kind gift perfect for any occasion. Show your loved ones the magic of Comic-Con all year round with a membership that celebrates popular arts and culture education.

BECOME A CHARTER MEMBER!

Our supporters have helped us raise critical funds towards educational programs, workshops, panels, and so much more. Benefits include collectibles like the Comic-Con Museum lanyard, enamel pin, and the 2020 Charter Member t-shirt! Sign up at Tiers 3, 4, or 5 to earn priority registration on Museum events.